A nonlinear perturbative (6f) electromagnetic particle simulation scheme has been developed for studying the propagation of intense charged particle beams in highintensity accelerators and transport systems. The scheme is based on the Darwin approximation of Ampere's law, in which the transverse displacement current is neglected, resulting in the elimination of high-frequency transverse electromagnetic effects and, consequently, the associated numerical restrictions in the simulations. In this paper, a novel approach of replacing the mechanical momentum, p, by the canonical momentum, P = p + qA/c, in the equations of motion is used for the purpose of eliminating the numerically troublesome d A / a term. The present scheme, cast in the Sf formalism, is ideal for studying twostream and filamentation instabilities, which may cause deterioration of the beam quality in heavy ion fusion drivers and the fusion chamber.
been recognized in magnetic fusion research for test particle transport [7] and for gyrokinetic theory [8, 9] . In order to take advantage of the recent developments in perturbative particle simulations [lo, 111, the present scheme is also cast into the b f ( r F -Fo) formalism, where F is the distribution function in phase space, and FO is the equilibrium distribution. As a result, the simulation plasma has minimal numerical noise, and also provides us with the ability to easily access both linear and nonlinear regimes for the physics of interest. Since the high-frequency waves associated with radiation fields are absent from the simulations, we can use the scheme of adiabatic particle pushing [12] , for which the electrons are advanced more often, and with smaller time steps, than those for the ions and field equations so as to compensate for the mass ratio disparities for different charge species. The scheme is ideal for studying two-stream[ 121 and filamentation [ 131 instabilities, which may cause deterioration of the beam quality in the heavy ion fusion driver and fusion chamber.
INTRODUCTION 2 DARWIN MODEL FOR RELATIVISTIC
A nonlinear perturbative (bf) electromagnetic particle BEAMS simulation scheme has been developed for studying the propagation of intense charged particle beams in highintensity accelerators and transport systems. The scheme is based on the Darwin approximation of Ampere's law, in which the transverse inductive electric field is neglected, resulting in the elimination of light waves as well as the associated numerical restrictions from the simulations. However, as noted in the past [l] , the presence of the time derivative of the vector potential, dA/at, in the equations Here, we take a different approach by eliminating the time derivative of the transverse electric field in the equation of motion for the particles through the use of the canonical momentum. The relativistic form of the Vlasov equation describing the propagation of an intense particle beam with narrow momentum spread through a smoothfocusing transverse external focusing field can be expressed as (10) 4 J, = q / Fu,dp. 
A, conveniently disappears from the equations of motion.
Similarly, we obtain 
The transverse part Of the current can be from where the characteristics are defined by Eqs.
( 1 1) - (14).
The corresponding form of Poisson's equation is
JT = J,2 -(1/4n)Vd@/dt.(5)
DARWIN MODEL FOR PARTICLE
V 2 @ = -47rqJ F d P ,(16)
SIMULATIONS
and Ampere's law can be expressed as 
The single-beam Darwin model in the beam frame ('primed' variables) can be obtained by setting Y b = 1 and replacing ( x , P , t ) -+ (XI, p', t'). This gives where Vt2@' = -47rq 1 Fdp'.
(23)
Thus, we recover the usual electrostatic model in the beam frame.
NONLINEAR 6 F DARWIN FORMALISM
The corresponding 6 f formalism [ 10, 11, 121 in the laboratory frame can be derived by expressing F = Fo + 6 f, 
In the Klimontovich-Dupree representation, the perturbed distribution is related to the particle weight through
where N is the total number of particles in the simulation. The time evolution of z j , Pzj, x l j , P l j , and wj for the j-th particle are described by Eqs.
( 1 1 
and the perturbed potentials, Sa and SA,, can be obtained by using 6 f .
DISCUSSION
The non-radiative Darwin model developed here for particle simulations is very similar to the usual electromagnetostatic model [12] and it is straightforward to implement. With the absence of the high-frequency radiation in the model, it has many numerical advantages over fully electromagnetic codes. The application of this model to the study of high-intensity beams will be reported elsewhere.
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